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The Rigby ProClamp is supplied with a Gitzo 3/8” threaded plate as standard.
You can leave it in place or remove it and attach it to your Wimberley Gimbal Head or Ballhead base
for quick installation out on location.
It can also be removed and replaced if required with:
1/ The specially made ProClamp Monopod Attachment for situations where your location shelf or
other fixture position needs extra support.
2/ A Gitzo GS3512S Carbon Fibre Rapid Column which will give you extra height or width
adjustment from the ProClamp position.
N.B. The Gitzo Plate and other accessories are held in place by the small black screw knob at the rear which
only needs to be turned approx six times between the locked and open positions.
It is recommended to leave it in the ProClamp at all times so it does not get lost.

The Top Grip Block can easily be rotated
depending on the type of surface you are
clamping to.
One side is flat and the other is ‘V’ shaped
to accommodate round or irregularly shaped
posts.
It is released by unscrewing the small black
knob, flipping it over and re-screwing it back
onto the top plate.

The ProClamp is designed in such a way that it
can be used on horizontal or vertical supports.
It is supplied in the horizontal support position
as standard but if you need to clamp onto a
vertical post or similar it is quick and easy to
do so.
Insert the supplied allen key wrench into the
large silver screw on the inner face of the
ProClamp, half a turn anti-clockwise and it will
release the back plate.
Turn the back plate 90˚ anti-clockwise and it
will click to indicate it is in the correct position,
then re-tighten the screw.

